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Abstract—In peer-to-peer storage systems, peers replicate each others’ data in order to increase availability. If the matching is done centrally, the algorithm can optimize data availability in an equitable manner for all participants. However, if matching is decentralized, the peers’ selfishness can greatly alter the results, leading to performance inequities that can render the system unreliable and thus ultimately unusable.

We analyze the problem using both theoretical approaches (complexity analysis for the centralized system, game theory for the decentralized one) and simulation. We prove that the problem of optimizing availability in a centralized system is NP-hard. In decentralized settings, we show that the rational behavior of selfish peers will be to replicate only with similarly-available peers. Compared to the socially-optimal solution, highly available peers have their data availability increased at the expense of decreased data availability for less available peers. The price of anarchy is high: unbounded in one model, and linear with the number of time slots in the second model.

We also propose centralized and decentralized heuristics that, according to our experiments, converge fast in the average case. The high price of anarchy means that a completely decentralized system could be too hostile for peers with low availability, who could never achieve satisfying replication parameters. Moreover, we experimentally show that even explicit consideration and exploitation of diurnal patterns of peer availability has a small effect on the data availability—except when the system has truly global scope. Yet a fully centralized system is infeasible, not only because of problems in information gathering, but also the complexity of optimizing availability. The solution to this dilemma is to create system-wide cooperation rules that allow a decentralized algorithm, but also limit the selfishness of the participants.

Index Terms—price of anarchy, equitable optimization, distributed storage

I. INTRODUCTION

A decentralized system for data storage and replication is an important building block of many peer-to-peer (p2p) applications, such as backup (e.g., wuala.com), or social networks [1] (in which, when a user is off-line, the system ensures that her data is available for her friends). In such systems, individual users (peers) store other users’ data. Data storage uses not only storage space but, more importantly, consumes bandwidth [2]. In return, a user expects that her data will also be stored remotely, increasing availability and resilience. As users in p2p systems are assumed to be independent [3], [4], they seek to maximize their perceived profits (e.g., availability of their data) and to minimize their contribution (e.g., the amount of other users’ data they store). Thus, the crucial decision an user must take is to choose other users that will replicate her data (and whose data she will replicate, assuming a reciprocity-based scheme). Depending on the organization of the system, this decision is either done through the agency of a centralized matching system (like in wuala.com), or using a fully decentralized algorithm in which users form replication agreements [5], [6].

In this paper, we study the problem of maximization of data availability in a decentralized data replication system. In order to obtain worst-case bounds in these complex systems, we model what we consider the crucial characteristics of the problem along two axes: (1) peer availability (deterministic time slots or probabilistic); (2) matching (centralized and enforced or decentralized and autonomous).

In the probabilistic model, a peer’s availability is the probability of the peer being available (correlated with the peer’s expected lifetime, like in [7], [6]). The goal is to maximize data availability given the constraints on the storage size. In contrast, in the time slot (deterministic) model peer availability is a function of time, either in a periodic way [8] (also observed for the whole system in [9]), or according to a detailed prediction for the next time period. In this model, availability is a set of time slots in which the peer is available with certainty. The goal is to minimize the number of replicas such that the sum of their availability periods covers the whole prediction time.

We analyze both availability models when matching is done either centrally or in a decentralized manner. A centralized system collects information about the peers’ availabilities and then derives replication groups so that the expected availability (or resource usage) is optimized in a manner equitable to all the participants. In a decentralized system, each peer seeks to...
find replication partners maximizing her own data availability.

In centralized systems with global knowledge, we prove that achieving equitable allocation in both probabilistic (Section III-A) and time slot (Section IV-A) models is NP-complete. We also propose heuristics (Section V) to achieve equitable availability in the probabilistic model. According to our experimental evaluation (Section VII-A2), this heuristic achieves data availability one to two orders of magnitude better than the random allocation for all classes of peers.

In the decentralized, probabilistic model, we prove the existence of a unique subgame perfect equilibrium (Section III-B), in which peers replicate data with other peers that have similar availability (thus, the most available peers replicate data only among themselves). Such an equilibrium may seem inefficient for the system goal, as we show an instance in which it is arbitrarily far from the equitable solution, i.e., the price of anarchy [10] is unbounded. Yet the equilibrium is fair in the sense that the peers who are stable and highly available have their data replicated better than erratic, unstable peers. We propose a distributed heuristic (Section VI-A) that according to our experimental evaluation (Section VII-A3) efficiently converges to the subgame perfect solution.

Finally, in the decentralized, time slot model, we prove that, even if a peer has complete knowledge about others’ availabilities and every other peer is willing to replicate, constructing the replication set with minimal size is NP-hard. The price of anarchy is at least linear with the number of time slots (Section IV-B). We also propose a distributed heuristic to form replication cliques (Section VI-B). Using the heuristic, we experimentally show that data availabilities in the time slot model are higher than in the probabilistic model only if disparity of peers’ availability slots is high (Section VII-B).

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS

A system is composed of $n$ peers, representing independent users. The $i$-th peer is denoted by $p_i$, or alternatively by $i$ if it is not ambiguous.

For simplicity, we assume that peers are homogeneous in terms of storage needs and available storage resources to share. Thus, all the peers provide a storage space of $s$ units to the system, while themselves need to store data of one unit. We also assume that peers replicate data by storing complete copies, in contrast to erasure codes. Although erasure codes are more efficient for some applications, they have other drawbacks like increased maintenance costs and system complexity [11]. This is anyway somewhat orthogonal to the results discussed here.

Peer $i$’s availability $av(i,t)$ is the probability of being online at time $t$. Peer’s unavailability representing the probability that the peer $i$ is not available at time $t$ is given by $nav(i,t) \triangleq 1 - av(i,t)$. We assume that the availability is known and cannot be tampered with by peers, e.g., using [12].

Assume that $i$’s data is replicated at peers $\{i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_k\}$, where $i_1 = i$. $i$’s data is thus unavailable with probability $dnav(i,t)$ equal to the probability of the event that all the replicators are offline, $dnav(i,t) = \prod_{j=1}^{k} nav(i_j,t)$ (assuming that the peers’ failures are independent [3, 4]).

We also assume that peers form replication groups (cliques) $\{G_k\}$. Each member $i \in G_k$ of the group replicates data of all other members $j \neq i$: $j \in G_k$. We define group unavailability $nav(G_k,t) \triangleq \prod_{i \in G_k} nav(i,t)$. Note that, $\forall i \in G_k$: $dnav(i,t) = nav(G_k,t)$. Such groups have several advantages compared with the pair-based allocation. Firstly, groups are naturally formed in the subgame perfect solution of some of the decentralized versions of the problem (see Proposition 4 that considers the problem without assuming replication groups and proves that such groups will be formed). Secondly, with groups, it is easier to optimize some of the system’s parameters not directly considered in this paper, like data dissemination during updates, when a group can form a spanning tree. Thirdly, as groups are based on reciprocity, it is easier for peers to directly control their replicas and react to free-riding.

As peers are assumed to be rational and to derive utility from availability of their data, each peer wants its data to be replicated as well as possible. Thus, $i$ minimizes its $dnav(i)$ by choosing, or forming, a group with $nav(G_k,t)$ as small as possible. Depending on the constraints of the system, this goal can be expressed in two ways:

1) given the storage size $s$, find $s$ peers $G_k = \{i_2, \ldots, i_s\}$ such that $nav(G_k,t)$ is minimized;

2) given the maximal tolerable unavailability $\epsilon$, minimize the size of the replicating group $\min s = |G_k|$.

Both types of goals can be expressed also from the system’s perspective. The system should guarantee that peers are treated fairly [13] by optimizing all groups’ unavailables $nav(G_k,t)$. In this paper, instead of a multi-objective approach, we will aggregate the groups’ goals using two aggregating functions: (1) $\sum nav(G_k,t)$ (often used in other domains, but not a fair aggregation in the sense of [13]); (2) $\min \max nav(G_k,t)$ (which can be inefficient for the system, by focusing on the worst-off group).

III. COMPLEXITY AND WORST-CASE BOUNDS IN THE PROBABILISTIC MODEL

In this section, we assume that peers’ availabilities are constant in time. Thus, for each peer $p_i$, $av(i,t) = av(i)$. Such a model is commonly used in the literature (e.g., [6], [7]). First we prove that even for a centralized matching (applicable in systems like wuala.com), equitable optimization of the availability is NP-hard. Then, in a decentralized matching, we show that the subgame perfect equilibrium of a game with selfish peers can be arbitrarily far from the equitably-optimal solution. We propose heuristics to optimize allocation in centralized and decentralized systems in Sections V and VI-A.

A. Complexity of Centralized Matching

The task of the fair matching system is to divide peers into replicating groups such that: (1) the probability of data being online is as high as possible; (2) the size of each group is bounded. In this section, we firstly define a simple
version of this replication problem and prove that it is NP-complete. Then, using this result, we prove that both system-level problems are NP-hard (namely, optimizing availability given constraints on the storage, and optimizing group size given minimal availability).

We define a simplified version of the replication problem as follows.

**Definition 1.** An instance of the decision version of a Simple Stochastic Fair Replication Problem (SSFRP) is given by the set of the peers’ non-availabilities \( \{ \text{nav}(i) \} \) and bound \( B \). We ask whether there is grouping \( G_1, G_2 \) such that both groups are non-empty and \( \text{nav}(G_1) + \text{nav}(G_2) \leq B \).

Note that this problem is “simple”, because we consider only two groups, we do not consider limits on the size of each group and we use a simple sum as an aggregation of groups’ non-availabilities.

**Proposition 1.** The decision version of the Simple Stochastic Fair Replication Problem is NP-complete.

Proof: SSFRP is trivially in NP: given the grouping \( G_1 \) and \( G_2 \), it is sufficient to compute the corresponding products, which is in \( O(n) \). The proof is by reduction from Partition [14]. In Partition, given a set of positive integers \( \{ a_i \} \), the goal is to decide whether it is possible to construct two disjoint subsets \( Y_1 \) and \( Y_2 \), such that \( \sum_{a_i \in Y_1} a_i = \sum_{a_i \in Y_2} a_i = \frac{S}{2} \), where \( S = \sum a_i \).

We construct an instance of SSFRP from an instance of Partition as follows. \( i \)-th peer’s unavailability corresponds to \( i \)-th integer \( \text{nav}(i) = 2^{-a_i} \). Bound \( B = 2 \cdot 2^{-S/2} \).

Given a solution \( Y_1, Y_2 \) to partition, the corresponding grouping \( i \in G_1 \Leftrightarrow a_i \in Y_1 \) is a solution to SSFRP. As \( \sum_{a_i \in Y_1} a_i = \frac{S}{2}, \prod_{i \in G_1} 2^{-a_i} = 2^{-S/2} \). The same holds for \( G_2 \), thus \( \prod_{i \in G_1} 2^{-a_i} + \prod_{i \in G_2} 2^{-a_i} = 2 \cdot 2^{-S/2} \leq B \).

Given a solution \( G_1, G_2 \) to SSFRP, the corresponding subsets are a solution to Partition. We denote as \( 2^{l_1} = \prod_{i \in G_1} 2^{-a_i} \) and \( 2^{l_2} = \prod_{i \in G_2} 2^{-a_i} \). Thus, \( 2^{l_1} + 2^{l_2} \leq 2 \cdot 2^{-S/2} \). We now show by contradiction that \( l_1 = l_2 = S/2 \).

Assume \( l_1 > l_2 \). As \( 2^{l_1} + 2^{l_2} \leq 2^{l_2} \cdot 2^{l_2} < 2^{l_1 + l_2} < 2^{S/2} \) (as \( 2^{-l_1} > 0 \)). Thus, \( l_2 > S/2 - 1 \) which leads to \( l_2 > S/2 \).

From the assumption of the proof, \( l_1 > l_2 \), thus \( l_1 > S/2 \), thus \( l_1 + l_2 > S \), which leads to a contradiction, as by definition \( S = \sum a_i = l_1 + l_2 \).

As the most unrestricted version of the replication problem is already NP-complete, other problems are similarly NP-complete. For instance, creating 3 non-empty groups corresponds to the strongly NP-complete 3-partition problem [14].

Similarly, maximizing availability with constrained resources (Optimum Availability Constrained Storage, OACS) translates into a problem of forming groups with a limited number of members. SSFRP can be thus solved by OACS with unlimited groups.

**Proposition 2.** The problem of optimizing availability given the maximum number of peers in each group (OACS) is NP-complete.

Finally, we consider the problem of minimizing the used storage space, given a constraint on minimum availability (Optimum Storage Constrained Availability, OSCA). OSCA is solved by forming the maximum number of groups such that each group provides at least the required availability level \( R \).

**Definition 2.** The Decision version of OSCA is defined as follows. Given the peers’ non-availabilities \( \{ \text{nav}(i) \} \), we ask whether it is possible to construct at least \( N \) disjoint groups \( \{ G_1, \ldots, G_N \} \), such that in each group \( G_j \prod_{i \in G_j} \text{nav}(i) \leq R \).

**Proposition 3.** OSCA is NP-complete.

Proof: The proof is by reduction from **Dual Bin Packing** [15]. In **Dual Bin Packing**, the task is to partition items with sizes \( \{ a_i \} \) into at least \( N \) disjoint sets (bins) \( U_1, \ldots, U_N \), so that the sum of elements in each set is at least \( B (\sum_{a_i \in U_j} a_i \geq B) \).

The reduction maps \( i \)-th integer \( a_i \) to \( i \)-th peer’s unavailability \( \text{nav}(i) = 2^{-a_i} \). The level \( B \) is mapped to maximum unavailability of the group \( R = 2^{-B} \).

A solution \( \{ U_j \} \) of **Dual Bin Packing** is a valid solution of **OSCA**: \( G_j = \{ i : a_i \in U_j \} \), as \( \sum_{a_i \in U_j} a_i \geq B \), thus \( \prod_{i \in G_j} \text{nav}(i) = 2^{-\sum_{a_i \in U_j} a_i} \leq 2^{-B} \leq R \).

Similarly, a solution \( \{ G_j \} \) of **OSCA** is a valid solution of **Dual Bin Packing** (\( B_j = \{ a_i : i \in G_j \} \)), as \( \sum_{i \in U_j} a_i \geq B \).

**B. Game Theoretic Analysis of the Decentralized Matching**

In decentralized matching, we assume that each peer is selfishly interested in maximizing the availability of her data. In this section, we predict replication agreements that will be formed in such systems. We model the resulting game as an extensive game in which peers change their replication agreements. We show that in the unique subgame-perfect equilibrium peers will form replication agreements with peers of similar availability. The drop in the system’s efficiency \( \sum_{G_k \in G} \prod_{i \in G_k} \text{nav}(G_k) \) in this equilibrium is unbounded.

As data replication is a long-lasting agreement, two distinct phases can be logically distinguished. In the first, **organizational** phase, each peer forms zero, one or more agreements with other peers in which she commits to storing their data. In the second, **production** phase, the peer can either honor the previous agreements, or break some of them by explicitly dropping other peers’ data or by lowering her availability. Naturally, in a real system these two phases will overlap, as peers come and go. In such systems, contracts can be negotiated with a grace period during which they can be broken—the grace period, together with making contracts that start in the future, corresponds to the organizational phase discussed below.

The game in the **production** phase of the system is trivially similar to the repeated Prisoner’s Dilemma [16]: a peer prefers not to honor the previous commitments, as storing data consumes peer’s resources. However, the goal of the
replication system is to make the data available in the longer time period, thus the game can be modeled by the infinitely repeated Prisoner’s Dilemma with a discount factor \( \delta \) close to 1. Thus, breaking the agreements is only profitable in a very short term: when \( j \) detects that \( i \) stopped replicating \( j \)’s data, \( j \) will not only break all her agreements with \( i \), but also notify other peers of a “cheater” (directly, or with a help of a reputation system), which, in turn, can effectively exclude \( i \) from the replication system.

The game occurring in the organizational phase is much more interesting. We formally define it as an extensive (multi-round) game with infinite horizon and simultaneous moves [16]. Intuitively, in each round of the game, zero, one or more peers propose to replicate other peers’ data and/or withdraw previous proposals. The game ends when no peer changes her set of replicating peers.

**Definition 3.** The Stochastic Replication Game (SRG) is defined as an extensive game with infinite horizon and simultaneous moves, in which:

- the set of players is equal to the set of peers;
- the set of terminal histories contains lists of sets \( \{r_k(i,0 \cup 1,1)\} \), i.e., sets of replication proposals (denoted by \( r_k(i,1,1) \)) or withdraws of previous proposals \( r_k(i,0,j) \), possible only when \( \exists k' : r_{k'}(i,1,1) \), made by peers \( i \) to other peers \( j \) in each round \( k \); in each round, for each peer, the number of active replication proposals does not exceed the peer’s storage capacity \( s \); all terminal histories end with an empty set \( \emptyset \);
- the player function \( P = \{p_1\} \), i.e., after all histories all players can make proposals;
- each player minimizes the expected unavailability of her data computed as a product of unavailabilities of players who propose replicating the player’s data (and who do not withdraw their proposals in subsequent rounds). We denote by \( R_j \) the replication set of \( j \) (after a terminal history), i.e., \( R_j = \{i : (\exists k : r_k(j,1,i)) \land (\exists k' > k : r_{k'}(j,0,i))\} \). The payoff is \( u(i) = nav(i) \prod_{j' \in R_j} nav(j') \).

The game is defined as an extensive game to model the fact that during the organizational phase peers will react to other peers’ decisions and adapt their replication sets accordingly. Similarly, the game is not repeated, as the game models the organizational phase in which the payoff is computed for the production phase rather than for the short-term state after each round. For this theoretical analysis, we do not limit the number of rounds in the game.

We study the outcome of the game assuming that peers’ strategies are tit-for-tat based, i.e., if peer \( i \) proposes to replicate \( j \)’s data in round \( k \) (\( r_k(i,1,j) \)) and peer \( j \) does not propose to replicate \( i \)’s data in the subsequent round at the latest (\( \exists k' \leq k + 1 : r_{k'}(j,1,i) \)), peer \( i \) will withdraw its proposal in the next round \( r_{k+2}(i,0,j) \). This assumption on strategies helps peers to coordinate their actions. At the same time, such strategies are flexible and allow peers to react to actions of other peers.

The following proposition shows the subgame perfect [16] equilibrium of the game. Every subgame perfect equilibrium is a Nash equilibrium. In extensive games, the notion of the Nash equilibrium is considered artificial, as it is based on so-called empty threats. In contrast, the subgame perfect equilibrium requires that each player’s strategy be optimal for every history after which the player moves. In order to illustrate the difference, assume that \( s = 1 \) (each peer can replicate data of only one other peer), and \( av(1) > av(2) > av(3) > av(4) \). If \( p_2 \) and \( p_3 \) commit to mutual replication, and \( p_4 \) has a tit-for-tat strategy and replicates \( p_1 \), in the Nash equilibrium \( p_1 \) must replicate \( p_1 \) data—after \( p_1 \) proposes to replicate \( p_2, p_2 \) would not withdraw \( p_3 \), even though it is optimal for her to do so.

**Proposition 4.** In a subgame perfect equilibrium of the Stochastic Replication Game, assuming that peers use tit-for-tat strategies, peers form \( \lceil \frac{s + 1}{s - 1} \rceil \) replication cliques of size \( s + 1 \) and one clique of size \( n \mod (s + 1) \). The cliques group peers with similar availability. If peers are numbered according to non-increasing availabilities \( av(i) \geq av(i+1) \), the \( k \)-th clique is formed by peers \( \{1 + (s + 1)(k - 1), 2 + (s + 1)(k - 1), \ldots, s + 1 + (s + 1)(k - 1)\} \). The equilibrium is unique if and only if the peers’ availabilities differ, i.e., \( \forall i: av(i) > av(i+1) \).

**Proof:** If the game ends, no peer changed her proposal in the next to the last round (denoted by \( k \)). As the outcome is subgame perfect, given the other peers’ actions, for each peer it was optimal not to change any of her proposals in round \( k \). The proof is by contradiction.

By induction, we show that peers replicate in cliques. For the first clique, assume that peer \( i \) (\( 1 \leq i \leq s + 1 \)) replicates data of at least one peer \( j' > s + 1 \). Thus, by tit-for-tat, at least one peer \( j \) from \( \{1, \ldots, s + 1\} \) does not replicate \( i \)’s data (instead replicating data of \( j' > s + 1 \)). Thus, \( j \) could increase her availability by stopping replication of \( j' \) (\( r_k(i,0,j') \)) and proposing \( r_{k+1}(i,1,1) \): as \( av(i) > av(j') \) it is optimal for \( j \) to stop replicating \( j'' \) (\( r_{k+1}(j,0,j'') \)) and start replicating \( i \) (\( r_{k+1}(j,1,i) \)) (otherwise, by tit-for-tat, \( j \) would withdraw her proposal for \( j \)). This contradicts the assumption that it is optimal for \( i \) not to change her proposals in round \( k \).

By similar reasoning, if \( |R_i| < s \) (i-th storage is not fully utilized), or if \( |R_i| < s, r_k(i,1,j) \) results in \( r_{k+1}(j,1,i) \), thus both \( i \) and \( j \) gain in availability.

For the \( i \)-th clique, observe that, by the induction assumption, all the peers \( \{1, \ldots, (s + 1)(i - 1)\} \) replicate data between themselves, thus none of them replicates with peers \( \{1 + (s + 1)(i - 1) \}, \ldots, n \} \). Consequently, the same reasoning as for the first clique applies, as peers belonging to \( i \)-th clique can either replicate between themselves, or with peers with lower availability.

The grouping corresponding to the subgame perfect equilibrium is easy to achieve in a system with centralized information in \( O(n \log n) \) time. It is sufficient to sort the peers according to non-increasing availabilities and then form replication cliques as in Proposition 4.

The following proposition shows that for the system goal,
the subgame perfect equilibrium can be arbitrarily far from the equitable solution.

**Proposition 5.** In the Stochastic Replication Game, the price of anarchy is unbounded.

*Proof:* Consider an instance with $s + 1$ highly available peers (with $\text{nav}(i) = n_h \rightarrow 0$) and $(s + 1) \cdot s$ less available peers ($\text{nav}(i) = n_l \rightarrow 1$).

A equitable solution minimizing $\sum_{G_i \in \mathcal{G}} \prod_{i \in G_i} \text{nav}(i)$ constructs $s + 1$ cliques; in each clique there is exactly one highly available peer and $s$ less available peers (indeed, any assignment in which there are more than one highly available peer in the same clique has worse overall availability). The resulting unavailability is equal to $(s + 1)n_h n_l^s$.

In the subgame perfect solution, highly available peers form a clique, thus leaving the less available peers to form cliques between each other. The resulting unavailability is equal to $n_h^{s+1} + n_l^{s+1}$.

The price of anarchy is thus equal to:

$$\frac{n_h^{s+1} + n_l^{s+1}}{(s + 1)n_h n_l^s} = \frac{n_h^{s} + n_l^{s+1} + n_l}{(s + 1)n_h} \xrightarrow{n_l \rightarrow 0} \infty.$$ 

We discuss the consequences of such a high price of anarchy in the experimental evaluation (Section VII-A2).

**IV. COMPLEXITY AND WORST-CASE BOUNDS IN THE TIME SLOT MODEL**

In this section, we study the impact of availabilities changing in time. In the previous section, availabilities were constant in time, but continuous in $[0, 1]$, corresponding to probabilities. Here, we assume that peers’ availabilities change in time, but are crisp. We again study the complexity of centralized matching and for decentralized matching we define the resulting game and prove that the drop in the system performance (the price of anarchy) is at least linear in the number of time slots.\(^1\)

We assume that $\text{av}(i, t) \in \{0, 1\}$, i.e., for all time moments we can predict with certainty $i$ will be off-line or on-line. We also assume that the domain $\mathcal{T}$ of $\text{av}(i, t)$ is finite, defined from the current time moment to the period of $\text{av}(i, t)$, or the horizon of the prediction. We divide $\mathcal{T}$ into $\mathcal{T}$ non-overlapping time slots. For instance, if $\mathcal{T} = 24h$, it can be divided into $\mathcal{T} = 24$ one-hour slots. As a result of these two kinds of discreteness, we associate with each peer $i$ a set of time slots in which she is available, called $i$’s (discrete) availability $A_i \subseteq \mathcal{T} = \{1, \ldots, T\}$.

Consequently, $i$’s data must be replicated only during the time slots not covered by $i$ herself, i.e., $\mathcal{T} - A_i$. As in the previous section, we assume that peers form replication cliques $G_k$, in which every member replicates data of all other members. We denote as $A_{G_k}$ the availability of clique $G_k$, $A_{G_k} = \bigcup_{i \in G_k} A_i$. Clique $G_k$ is complete, if availabilities of peers $p_i \in G_k$ cover the whole period $\mathcal{T}$, $A_{G_k} = \mathcal{T}$.

\(^1\)Local time for different peers are different, e.g., say in Central Europe versus Japan are different, and are representative of two time slots.

**A. Complexity of Centralized Matching in the Time Slot Model**

A centralized matching system should organize peers into complete cliques $\mathcal{G} = \{G_1, \ldots, G_N\}$. As each clique covers $\mathcal{T}$, there is no need for replication between cliques. As a peer replicates the data of other peers from the same clique, the peer’s objective is to be in the clique with the smallest number of members. The goal of the system is to provide a fair grouping, taking into account the objectives of all the peers.

In a clique $G_k$, each member has the same value of her objective, that is equal to the size of the clique. Thus, a fair aggregation is a function of $(|G_1|, \ldots, |G_N|)$. Among many possible functions, we will use $\min \max(|G_1|, \ldots, |G_N|)$ (for short, denoted as $\min \max |G_i|$), i.e., minimizing the maximum size of the clique.

Therefore, the Fair Peer Replication (FPR) problem is defined as follows.

**Definition 4.** An instance of the Fair Peer Replication (FPR) problem consists of: the time period $\mathcal{T} = \{1, \ldots, T\}$; the set of peers $\{p_1, \ldots, p_n\}$; and, for each peer $p_i$, its availability $A_i \subseteq \mathcal{T}$. The optimization goal is to assign each peer to a clique, such that all the cliques are complete ($\forall G_k: A_{G_k} = \mathcal{T}$) and the total number of cliques is maximized ($\min \max(|G_1|, \ldots, |G_N|)$).

As FPR is difficult to analyze theoretically, we will also analyze a related problem—Max Clique Number (MCN), in which the number of complete cliques is maximized.

**Definition 5.** An instance of the Max Clique Number (MCN) consists of the same elements as an instance of FPRP. The optimization goal is to assign each peer to a clique, such that all the cliques are complete ($\forall G_k: A_{G_k} = \mathcal{T}$) and the total number of cliques is maximized ($\max |\{G_1, \ldots, G_n\}|$).

MCN is a restricted version of the Maximum d-Vector Covering problem [14, problem SR3]. $A_i$ correspond to $T$ dimensional vectors, with $t$-th dimension equal to 1 if $t \in A_i$, 0 otherwise. Thus, in MCN the vectors are composed of binary $\{0, 1\}$, and not real $[0, 1]$ numbers.

The following proposition establishes an upper bound on MCN.

**Proposition 6.** A time slot is called a critical time slot (and denoted as $t^c$), if it is covered by the least number of peers. The maximum number of cliques is bounded from above by the number of peers that cover $t^c$. This bound is not always equal to the maximum number of cliques that can be constructed.

*Proof:* Assume that a critical time slot $t^c$ ($1 \leq t \leq T$) is covered by $k_c$ peers ($k_c = \{p_i : t^c \in A_i\}$). By the definition of $t^c$, for other time slots $t$, $k_t \geq k_c$. The proof is by contradiction. Assume that there are $n > k_c$ complete cliques. But, at least $(n - k_c)$ cliques do not cover $t^c$, thus are not complete.

This bound is not always equal to the maximum number of cliques. Consider an instance with $T = 3$ and three peers having availabilities $\{1, 2\}$, $\{1, 3\}$ and $\{2, 3\}$. All the time...
The produced instance of MCN has the following peers' availabilities: {\{0\}, \{1\}, \{0, 1, 2\}, \{2, 3\}, \{2\}, \{1\}, \{0\}}

slots are covered by exactly two peers, yet only one complete clique can be constructed.

The following proposition states that an optimal solution for MCN can be \(O(T)\) times worse for FPRP.

**Proposition 7.** A solution with the maximum number of complete cliques \(\{G_1, \ldots, G_n\}\) can be \(T/2\) times worse for \(\min \max |G_i|\).

**Proof:** Consider an instance with: \(T\) peers \(\{1, \ldots, T\}\) that cover the whole period \(T\) \((1 \leq p_i \leq T : A_i = T)\); and also \(T\) peers \(\{T + 1, \ldots, 2T\}\), each covering exactly one, distinct time slot \((T + 1 \leq p_i \leq 2T : A_i = (i - T)\)). To maximize the number of cliques, we construct \(T\) one-peer cliques, each with one of the peers \(1 \leq p_i \leq T\); and one clique with the remaining peers \(T + 1 \leq p_i \leq 2T\). The size of the largest clique is \(T\). In contrast, to minimize the size of the largest clique, we construct \(T\) one-peer cliques as in the previous case. Then, to each clique, we assign one peer from \(T + 1 \leq p_i \leq 2T\). All the cliques have thus two peers.

The following proposition shows the complexity of MCN.

**Definition 6.** The decision version of the Max Clique Number (MCN) problem is the following. Given the set of peers' availabilities \(\{A_i\}\), is it possible to construct at least \(n\) complete cliques \(G_1, \ldots, G_n\), such that each peer belongs to exactly one clique.

**Proposition 8.** Max Clique Number is NP-complete.

**Proof:** The proof is by reduction from GRAPH 3 COLORING (Problem GT5, [14]). Given a graph, we will construct an instance of MCN, such that, if \(n = 3\) complete cliques can be constructed, the cliques correspond to the 3 coloring of the graph (and, conversely, the 3 coloring defines clique membership). The reduction is illustrated by Figure 1.

In the graph coloring problem, each vertex \(v\) of graph \(G = (V, E)\) is to be assigned a color, such that no two adjacent vertices have the same color assigned.

We construct a MCN instance from a graph coloring instance \(G = (V, E)\) as follows. Each vertex \(v\) corresponds to a single peer \(p_v\). We derive peers' availabilities based on pairs (or triples) of interconnected vertices from the original graph. The idea is that an edge corresponds to two peers that cannot be in one clique.

For each \(p_v\), we start with empty availability \(A_v = \emptyset\). Then, we use the following polynomial algorithm to iteratively build availabilities. We initialize the set of edges to visit \(E' \leftarrow E\); and the next label \(l \leftarrow 0\). For each edge \(e = (u, v)\) from \(E'\), we get the set of vertices \(W = \{w_1, w_2, \ldots\}\) adjacent both to \(u\) and to \(v\) \(((u, w_i) \in E \text{ and } (v, w_i) \in E)\).

- If \(W\) is empty: we add to availabilities \(A_u\) and \(A_v\) the next slot \(l\). Additionally, to the set of peers, we add a peer \(p_w\) with cover \(A_w = \{l\}\) (which, in \(G\), corresponds to adding a vertex \(v'\) adjacent to \(v\) and to \(u\)). Then, we set \(l \leftarrow l + 1\) and proceed with the next edge from \(E'\).
- Else, if \(W\) is not empty: if any two \(w_i, w_j \in W\) are also adjacent, there is a clique of size at least 4 in the graph, so 3-coloring of \((V, E)\) does not exist, thus we construct a trivial false instance of MCN \((n = 1, \{A_0\} = 1, \text{ and } T = 2)\) and quit.
- Else, if no \(w_i, w_j \in W\) are adjacent: for each \(w \in W\), we perform the following: add \(l\) to availabilities \(A_u, A_v\) and \(A_w\); remove \((v, w)\) and \((u, w)\) from \(E';\) and increase the next label \(l \leftarrow l + 1\). After analyzing all \(w \in W\), we proceed with the next edge from \(E'\).

Observe that after the above algorithm completes, each time slot is covered by exactly three peers (thus, each time slot is critical). Also observe that a 3-coloring of \(G'\) is also a 3-coloring of \(G\), as we do not add new edges between nodes of \(G\), nor delete existing edges.

We show that if 3 complete cliques \(G_1, G_2, G_3\) can be constructed, the membership of a peer in a clique corresponds to the coloring. 3-coloring is correct when adjacent vertices have different colors. Assume that 3-coloring is not correct, even though there are 3 complete cliques. Thus, there is at least one pair of adjacent nodes \(u, v\), which peers are in the same clique. But, if \(u, v\) are adjacent, they share at least one label \(l\) in MCN. As \(l\) is covered exactly by 3 peers, and two of them are in the same clique, there is at least one clique that has \(l\) uncovered, and thus it is not complete, which leads to a contradiction.

We show that if there is a 3-coloring of the graph, the colors correspond to clique membership and the induced cliques are complete. Assume that there is a clique that is not complete. Thus, there is at least one time slot \(t\) that is uncovered in that clique. As there are exactly 3 peers covering \(t\), there must be another clique that has at least two of them, with their corresponding vertices in \(G\) having the same color. But, if the peers share a label \(t\), it means that they are adjacent in \(G\), which leads to a contradiction with the assumption that 3-coloring is correct.

**B. Game Theoretic Analysis of the Decentralized Matching**

In a decentralized version of the problem, each peer \(i\) has to find other peers that will replicate her data during time slots in which \(i\) is unavailable. As replicating other peers' data uses \(i\)’s resources, \(i\) will minimize the number of peers she uses as replicators. We start with a proof that a combinatorial (and not game theoretic) version of the problem from a perspective of a single peer is already NP-complete. Then, we define an extensive matching game and show an instance in which the price of anarchy is linear with the number of peers.

We start with an analysis of the replication problem from the perspective of a single peer \(i\): assuming that all peers want
to replicate data with i, which peers should i choose to form a minimal complete clique? We call this problem a Selfish Peer Time Slot Replication (SPTR) problem.

**Definition 7.** An instance of the Selfish Peer Time Slot Replication (SPTR) problem is composed of a selected peer i and all peers’ availabilities \( \{A_j\} \). The question is whether there is a complete clique \( G \) of size at most k.

**Proposition 9.** The decision version of Selfish Peer Time Slot Replication is NP-complete.

**Proof:** This problem is very similar to the NP-complete problem of Set Cover (SP4, [14]). The proof is thus a reduction from Set Cover. An instance of Set Cover is defined by a collection of subsets \( S_1, \ldots, S_n \) of finite set \( S \). A valid solution is a subset of this collection that covers all the elements in \( S \). The question is whether there is a subset of size at most k.

Given an instance of minimum set cover, we construct an instance of SPRP as follows. We number the elements of \( S \) from 1 to \( (T-1) \) (thus, \( T = |S| + 1 \)). \( A_0 = \{0\} \), and \( A_i \) consists of the numbers to which elements of \( S_i \) were mapped.

If there is a solution of SPRP, consisting of \( k+1 \) peers \( 0,1,0,2,\ldots,0,k \), it is also a covering of \( S \) with \( k \) sets \( S_0, S_0, S_0, \ldots, S_0 \) (and vice versa).

Let us now consider a game theoretic perspective, in which each peer chooses other peers whose data she will replicate. Similar to the analysis of the probabilistic model (Section III-B), we only consider the game in the organizational phase of the system, when peers form replication agreements.

**Definition 8.** The Time Slot Replication Game (TRG) is defined as an extensive game with infinite horizon and simultaneous moves, in which the set of players, terminal histories and the player function is the same as in game 3.

The players’ preferences are two-fold. Firstly, peer i maximizes the number of time slots during which her data is replicated (i.e., the number of time slots in which peers who have i in their replication set are available, \( \bigcup_{j \in R} A_j \)). Secondly, if the number of time slots is the same, peer i minimizes \( |P_i| \), i.e., the number of peers whose data she replicates.

As it is not realistic to assume that all availability patterns will differ, in TRG the subgame-perfect equilibrium does not necessarily result in forming cliques. For instance, consider an instance with \( T = 3 \) and peers with availabilities \( \{\{1\}, \{2\}, \{3\}\}, \{\{1\}, \{2\}, \{3\}\}\). A grouping in which all peers form a chain (replicating data in pairs \( i \leftrightarrow (i+1) mod n \) has the same size of the largest replication set (3) as a grouping with two cliques.

Nevertheless, a lower bound on the price of anarchy can be established:

**Proposition 10.** Assuming that peers use tit-for-tat strategies, the price of anarchy in the Time Slot Replication Game is at least \( T/2 \).

**Proof:** Consider the same instance as in Proposition 7, with \( T \) peers \( p_1, \ldots, p_T \) who cover \( T \), and \( T \) peers \( p_{T+1}, \ldots, p_{2T} \), each covering exactly one, different time slot.

In the subgame perfect equilibrium, each of the peers \( p_1, \ldots, p_T \) does not replicate any other peer’s data (as each such peer already covers the whole \( T \), so \( P_i = \emptyset \) is the preferred action). Peers \( p_{T+1}, \ldots, p_{2T} \) form one, large clique: if any such peer starts replicating one of \( p_1, \ldots, p_T \), it would only increase its \( P_i \) size, without increasing the availability, thus it would result in a less preferred outcome; yet if any such peer stops replicating \( p_j \in \{p_{T+1}, \ldots, p_{2T}\} \), by tit-for-tat, in the next iteration \( p_i \) would stop replicating \( p_i \), and thus reduce the data availability of \( p_i \). Thus, in the subgame perfect equilibrium, the largest group has \( T \) members.

The socially-optimal solution \( \min \max |G_i| \) groups peers in pairs, in which each one from \( p_1, \ldots, p_T \) is paired with one from \( p_{T+1}, \ldots, p_{2T} \). The maximum clique size is 2. Consequently, the price of anarchy is \( T/2 \).
rational), the steady state will be the same—the equilibrium—
but reached more slowly (or faster, if the aberrants use, e.g.,
an oracle).

To illustrate this difference, consider a peer with a medium
availability. To maximize her data availability, the peer should
try to form a replication agreement with a peer with high
availability. However, such a highly available peer is likely
to already have (or have in near future) highly available
replication partners; thus the replication request from the
“mediocre” peer will be either rejected, or withdrawn soon.

Each peer maintains a list of candidates for replicas. This
list is refreshed by the T-Man [17] gossiping protocol. Each
peer i has two pools of peers: a random pool rand(i)—at most
s_p peers forming a sample of the population; and a metric pool
metric(i) with s_m peers that score well according to a local
metric. In an iteration of T-Man, each peer updates its random
pool by gossiping with a randomly-chosen peer from this pool.
During this operation, to form the new random pool, each peer
chooses s_p most recently added peers from both random pools.
After modifying the random pool, the metric pool is updated
as the best s_m peers from the current metric pool and the
current random pool. Then, the peer communicates with the
best peer from its metric pool: the metric pools are exchanged,
merged, scored and then each peer chooses the best s_m peers
from the merged pools.

To form replication agreements, peers use heuristics to
compare the current replicas with the candidates. We first
describe a framework, then several possible heuristics to
choose candidates.

In each turn, each peer i scores the peers in its metric
pool that are not i’s current replicas nor on its taboo list.
If i has less replicas than its maximum capacity, it proceeds
to querying the peer j* with the highest score. Otherwise,
candidates are compared with i’s worst current replica k
(k = arg max_{k: replica(i,k)} nav(k)). i queries the first candidate
j* (in order of non-decreasing score) better than k (for which
nav(j) < nav(k)). If there is no such candidate, i does not
switch replicas.

The queried candidate j* decides whether to accept the
mutual replication: if it has less replicas than its maximum
capacity, i is accepted. Otherwise, i is accepted only if
nav(i) < nav(k’), where k’ is j* worst replica.

Finally, if j* accepts i, and i already has as many replicas
as its maximum capacity, i drops its current worst replica k.

In order not to repetitively query the same peers, each peer i
maintains a taboo list, consisting of former replicas that have
been dropped or that dropped i; and of peers that did not
accept replication with i.

We used three variants of the above algorithm that differ in
the trade-off between short-sighted selfishness and the speed of
convergence. In Optimistic Queries, candidate j’s score is
equal to its availability score_o(i,j) = av(j). In Pragmatic
Queries, candidate j’s score is equal to the absolute difference
between its availability and the availability of the assessing
peer i, score_p(i,j) = |av(i) − av(j)|.

Finally, Explicit Cliques maintains cliques composed of one
or more peers. Every member of a clique replications data of all
other members. Thus, a representative i of a clique G_i, after
choosing peer j* with the maximum score score_C(i,j), tries
to merge its clique with the clique G_j; j* ∈ G_i of the chosen
candidate. The two cliques exchange members: the “better”
clique groups s + 1 peers with the highest availability (or the
two cliques combined, if the combined clique has at most s + 1
members); the “worse” clique remaining members of both cliques.

The scoring function score_C(i,j) depends on the size of
the cliques i ∈ G_k and j ∈ G_l (see Algorithm 1).

If |G_k| < s + 1, G_k is not complete and the algorithm should
increase its size (as it considerably reduces nav(G_k)). It is
best to have G_l such that the two cliques will be merged into
one, |G_k| + |G_l| ≤ s + 1. Thus, score_C(i,j) = score_P(i,j)
in this case; otherwise, if |G_l| < s + 1, score_C(i,j) =
0.5 * score_P(i,j); finally if |G_l| = s + 1, score_C(i,j) = 0
(as in this case one of the cliques after merging will still be
of size |G_k|).

If |G_l| = s + 1, the goal is to find a clique G_l that
after merging will reduce the variance of availabilities of
peers in both cliques. During merging of G_k with G_l, the
two cliques will exchange members (and thus reduce the
variance) if: 1) the intersection of availability ranges is not
empty, [nav^L_k, nav^H_k] ∩ [nav^L_l, nav^H_l] ≠ ∅; or 2) |G_l| < s + 1
and nav^H_l > nav^H_k. In these two cases, the score is equal
to the range of unavailability that will be reduced; otherwise
score_C(i,j) = 0.

We compare these three algorithms on randomly-generated
instances in Section VII-A3.

B. Decentralized Optimization in the Time Slot Model

The decentralized algorithm constructing replication cliques
in the time slot model is similar to Explicit Cliques. The
differences are: 1) scoring of candidates; 2) merging the
cliques; and 3) removing redundant peers from cliques in each
iteration.

The scoring function score_T(i,j) depends on whether the
clique G_k: i ∈ G_k is complete (covers T). If G_k is not
complete, the score of j depends on the number of newly

```
function score_C(peer i, peer j, G_k: i ∈ G_k, G_l: j ∈ G_l)
if |G_k| < s + 1 then
  if |G_k| + |G_l| ≤ s + 1 then
    return |av(i) − av(j)|
  else if |G_l| < s + 1 then
    return 0.5 * |av(i) − av(j)|
else
  return 0
end if
end if
else
  nav^H_l = max_{j ∈ G_l} nav(j’)
  nav^L_l = min_{j ∈ G_l} nav(j’)
  if nav^H_l < nav^L_k or (|G_l| = s + 1 and nav^L_l > nav^H_k)
    return 0
  else
    return max(nav^H_l, nav^H_k) − min(nav^L_k, nav^L_l)
end if
```

Algorithm 1: Computing j-th peer score in Explicit Cliques.
covered time slots (possibly replacing one of the existing members of $G_k$), $score_f(i,j) = \frac{|A_j - A_{G_k}|}{T}$. If $G_k$ is complete, the score is inversely proportional to the difference in the number of members in cliques, $score_f(i,j) = \frac{1 - ||G_k| - |G_i|}{(\max(|G_k|, |G_i|))}$.

When two cliques $G_k$ and $G_l$ are merged, and $|G_k| + |G_l| > s + 1$, we use a greedy algorithm to construct the “better” clique. The algorithm starts with choosing the peer who covers the maximum number of time slots. Then, from the remaining peers, the algorithm adds the peer that covers the maximum number of currently uncovered time slots. This step is repeated until there are peers able to cover uncovered time slots (with a limit of maximum clique size $s+1$) or the number of remaining peers is greater than $s + 1$ (as the remaining peers will form one clique).

Finally, as peers also minimize the clique size, each clique periodically removes redundant members. A peer $j$ is redundant for clique $G_k$ if and only if all the time slots covered by $j$ are covered by other members of the clique, thus $A_{G_k-(j)} = A_{G-k}$.

The algorithm is evaluated in Section VII-B.

VII. SIMULATION OF THE ALGORITHMS

A. Probabilistic Model

1) Simulation Settings: Peers’ availabilities were generated in three steps. Firstly, according to [6], 10% of the peers have availability 0.95, 25%—0.87, 30%—0.75 and 30%—0.33. Then, we added a Gaussian noise with $\sigma = 0.1$ to each availability. Finally, we capped the resulting value, so that $0.03 \leq av(i) \leq 0.97$. Histogram on Figure 2 shows the resulting distribution of peers. We repeated each experiment on 50 instances with peers’ availabilities generated as described above; error bars on plots denote standard deviations.

We set the storage size $s = 5$ and the sizes of random and metric pools in T-Man gossiping to 50.

We implemented decentralized algorithms in a custom discrete event simulator. In each round of the simulated matching, all the peers are processed sequentially in random order. Each peer performs one iteration of T-Man gossiping, and then one iteration of the decentralized matching algorithm (in the first four rounds we perform only gossiping in order to “warm up” the metric pools).

2) Centralized Algorithms: Subgame Perfect vs Equitable Solutions: We started with comparing random, subgame perfect and equitable allocation algorithms according to the resulting data unavailability. We ran these algorithms on 50 randomly-generated instances of 10000 peers each; then we computed averages over all the random instances and all peers having similar availabilities (with resolution equal to two decimal places, e.g., the score for 0.95 is an average for all peers with $0.95 \leq av(i) < 0.96$). Figure 2 summarizes the obtained results.

The equitable algorithm produces cliques that result in similar data availability regardless of the peer’s availability. In contrast, the subgame perfect equilibrium results in wide range of data availabilities: while the highly available peers have their data available with expected failure probability of approximately $10^{-9}$, the weakest available peers almost do not gain from replication, with data unavailability close to 1.

Such diversification in the subgame perfect solution provides incentives for peers to be highly available. A highly available peer is able to replicate its data with other highly available peers, which exponentially increases peer’s data availability. Thus, the subgame perfect solution is fair to participants. However, the subgame perfect solution might be too “extreme” to the less-available peers. Peers with availabilities less than approximately 0.5 have their data available with probability less than 0.99 (approximately), which might be not sufficient for some applications. This, in turn, can discourage such peers to join the system, and consequently, prohibit the system from growing to a critical mass.

On the other hand, an equitable solution does not reward highly available peers. In absence of altruistic peers, the system would degenerate.

Consequently, a robust system might require a hybrid of selfish and the equitable solution: guaranteeing some minimal level of service to less available peers (but also requiring minimal availability), at the same time rewarding highly available peers with higher data availability.

Also note that the equitable solution clearly Pareto-dominates the random assignment, resulting in higher data availabilities for all classes of peers.

3) Decentralized Algorithms: Speed of Convergence: In the next series of experiments, we measure how fast do the decentralized algorithms presented in Section VI-A converge to the subgame perfect cliques.

Initial experiments revealed that the Optimistic Queries version of the algorithm is inefficient. After the first few rounds when the underlying gossiping protocol efficiently fills the metric pools of all peers with the same set of 50 highest available peers, in the subsequent rounds the whole population queries the best peer, the second-best peer, and so on. Thus, replication agreements are formed extremely slowly. We observe that if peers’ availabilities are distinct, approximately $k/(s+1)$ cliques are formed after approximately $k$ rounds.

Figure 3 compares the convergence speed of Pragmatic Queries to Explicit Cliques, measured as the median average...
Fig. 3. Convergence speed of decentralized algorithms to subgame perfect cliques. Y axis is the median (computed over only non-zero elements) of relative degradation vs. the subgame perfect solution. n = 2000

Fig. 4. Convergence speed of the clique-based algorithm to the subgame perfect cliques as a function of the number of peers in the system. The solid line denotes the number of rounds needed to reduce the degradation of all peers to less than $10^{-9}$; the dashed—to reduce the maximum relative degradation to less than $10\%$; the dotted—to reduce the median degradation to less than $5\%$. Outliers (denoted by △ and ○) denote the performance for instances with the total number of peers not divisible by the clique size ($s + 1$).

B. Time Slot Model

In the previous series of experiments, we demonstrated that the subgame perfect solution, while efficient for highly available peers, results in low data availability for less available peers. The goal of this series of experiments is to see whether the performance for such peers can be improved by explicitly considering their availability patterns.

1) Simulation Settings: In order to simulate only less available peers, we reduced availabilities generated as in the previous experiments (Section VII-A1) by multiplying them by $1/3$. A peer is available during $|T \cdot av(i)|$ consecutive hours (from 1 up to 8 hours, see the histogram in Figure 5).

The first hour in which the peer is available is its time zone $t_0(i)$. As we could not find data about the distribution of time zones of users in large-scale systems, we generated time zones as follows. Firstly, we do a random permutation of $(1, \ldots, T)$ (we do it only once for each repetition of the simulation). Then, for each peer, we pick the time zone from the permuted list taking the index from the Pareto distribution with controlled shape parameter $\alpha \in \{0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0\}$. The greater is $\alpha$, the more peers are in the most popular time zones: for $\alpha = 1$, around $33\%$ of the peers are in the most popular time zone; whereas for $\alpha = 2$ it is $55\%$. The initial permutation permits to obtain time zone distribution in which popularity is not correlated with time zone index. We used Pareto (and not, e.g., uniform) distribution because in some online social networking websites we observed that the distribution of users is highly uneven: rather than being evenly spread over the globe, these sites have vast majority of their users either in the US, or in Europe, or in India, or in China.

We used the distributed algorithm described in Section VI-B with the same settings as in the previous section, except for the warm-up period (2 rounds) and the total time of the algorithm (10 rounds).

2) Influence of Peer Availability: Figure 5 shows the estimated data unavailability of peers as a function of their availability. A negative correlation between these two values is still clearly visible: a peer available during 1 hour has its data available during roughly 7 hours; while a peer available during 8 hours—roughly 21 hours. These results are similar to the results of the probabilistic model, in which peers with availability of 0.33 had data availability of approximately 0.9. Large standard deviations are caused by uneven distribution of peers in time zones: a peer covering unpopular time slots will
There are many papers assessing the loss of efficiency of the system caused by selfishness of individual participants, starting from the analysis of selfish routing in [10]. [3] studies incentives for system-optimal behavior in p2p systems. [19] considers a game of network creation in which selfish nodes optimize the cost of creating new links that minimize distances to other nodes. [20] considers similar model in a p2p system. In contrast, in p2p storage systems, the “transaction” (i.e., storing data of another peer) is persistent rather than temporary; unlike in the classic Prisoner’s Dilemma, a peer’s utility from “cheating” is small, as the cheated party can easily detect cheating and quickly adjust its strategy. Thus, the typical problems of enforcing agreements can be easily solved using reciprocity and a basic reputation system; that is why in the game theoretic analysis, we could focus on the process of forming, rather than enforcing, replication agreements.

The most common approach to p2p storage is to place enough replicas randomly in the system. For instance, [21] analyzes how many replicas are required to achieve a desired level of availability. Existing systems based on such random placement include Pastiche [22] and Total Recall [7].

Approaches that explicitly optimize the placement of replicas include [5], [6], [23], [24]. [6] studies by simulation an algorithm similar to our Pragmatic Queries, with a slightly more complex acceptance (score(i, j)) function. Similarly to our theoretic and simulation results, the experiments in [6] show that highly available peers achieve better performance than the peers with lower availability.

Very recently, [23] and [24] analyzed a problem similar to the decentralized version of the probabilistic model. [23] observes that the “system stabilizes when peers are grouped into clusters, pooling users that have similar profiles”, however the proof is left for future work. In our paper, Proposition 4 provides a proof for the analogous behavior in our model; moreover, we compute the price of anarchy (Proposition 5). Additionally, we prove that the centralized optimization of availability is NP-hard (Propositions 1-3), which is hypothesized, but deferred for future work in [24].

Equitable optimization of availability in the probabilistic model is similar to the problem considered in [5], where replicas of individual files are spread over a pool of hosts with given availabilities; however, as [5] has an implicit assumption of a single owner of the system, it does not have to consider reciprocity, nor cliques, in the assignment.

[25] assumes that the replica placement policy is partly determined by locality constraints. The “Buddy” policy is similar to our Clique-Based allocation; however our cliques are optimized, and not partly fixed. By simulation, the authors conclude that locality-aware policies are less efficient than the global, randomized allocation; in contrast, our Equitable heuristic is more efficient than the random allocation.

VIII. RELATED WORK

Our paper analyzed the problem of replica placement in a p2p storage system. In order to optimize the data availability, we explicitly choose the nodes on which the data is to be replicated (unlike, e.g., DHTs [18]).
based on cliques of peers replicating each others’ data, rather than on a directory or bilateral assignments. We analyzed two idealistic models of peer availability that capture the two important phenomena in p2p systems: uncertainty in the probabilistic model; and diurnal patterns in the time slot model. For both models, we proved that it is NP-hard to optimize availability for the socially-equitable scheme (in which the data availability of all peers is similar). We also analyzed a game theoretic version of the problem in which peers form bilateral replication agreements. We demonstrated that the loss in the global efficiency compared to the socially-optimal solution (the price of anarchy) is high: unbounded in the time-independent model and at least linear in the time slot model. For both decentralized models and the centralized probabilistic model, we proposed heuristics that perform well in simulation experiments.

Our results have quite a few more practical consequences for p2p storage or replication systems. Most importantly, in such systems, if allowed to choose partners by themselves, highly available peers will tend to replicate data among each other, and to exclude peers with low availability. This could result in unacceptable performance for peers with lower availabilities (in our experiments, less than about 30%). While this phenomenon provides an incentive for peers to be highly available, it can also be discouraging for the newcomers to join, and thus—hard for the system to gain momentum and scale.

The performance for less available peers can be improved by considering diurnal patterns of peer availability, rather than just a single number. However, exploiting diurnal patterns has a measurable impact only when the system has truly global scope, gathering participants from different time zones. Another possibility is to centralize, at least partially, the matching between peers; however, the exact solution is NP-hard to get. Consequently, the solution to this dilemma is most probably somewhere in the middle: a system allowing peers to optimize their replication agreements; but forcing each group to accept, e.g., at least one worse-off peer.

In this paper, we deliberately focused on a single issue, replica placement, which allowed us to derive mathematical, as well as simulation results. We left unaddressed other problems like maintenance [26], redundancy schemes [11], or heterogeneity of peers’ storage needs and capabilities.

Storage heterogeneity would only slightly alter the resulting equilibrium. A peer with higher storage space would be able to form more “unit” replication agreements (and thus increase her data availability), although with peers having lower availabilities (or with peers with higher storage space and higher availabilities). A peer having more data to store would need to surrender storing complete copies on all the replicas which would result in lower data availability.

In our future work, we plan to conduct more realistic experiments by combining the two models, and simulating permanent and temporary churn of peers during the process of matching. In the theoretical analysis, we left open the complexity of the centralized, equitable optimization in the time slot model. We also plan to design approximation algorithms for both models.
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